Every day cancer affects the lives of millions of people in the world. Without warning and without asking for permission, it destroys the plans, eats away at the bodies and threatens the very life of everyone who hears those words that nobody wants to hear: “You’ve got cancer”.

Every day cancer kills more than 300 people in Spain. Every single day. And it’s been doing so for such a long time that we’ve got used to its sinister presence. Cancer is a pandemic that has never stopped killing, but it’s stopped hitting the headlines.

At IRB Barcelona, we are rebelling against this situation and are joining in with the silent scream of many individual patients: “Fuck Cancer!”

We are the IRB Barcelona, a research centre at the vanguard of understanding why different kinds of cancer are developing and how to manage to defeat metastasis which, today, is the cause of 9 out of 10 deaths in cancer patients.

We work tirelessly to contribute key scientific findings that enable us to discover a cure for cancer. To do this, we require the most talented people, the most powerful tools and far greater resources than we currently have.

Because research has greatly advanced in recent years but it has never been given sufficient economic, political or media support.

We need to buy time, because cancer doesn’t wait. We need to speed up the various lines of research. We need your involvement.

We’re stirring up consciences.
We’re mobilising resources.
We’re committed to science.
We’re supporting research.

#FuckCancer #ResearchCancer